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Our Homes, Sector- 37C
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M/s Apex Buildwell
Address: 1,4A/36,W
New Delhi -11005

CORAI\[:
Dr. K.K, Khande
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APPEARANCE:
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Shri Sandeep Choudhary

1.

of section 1,1,(4)(a) of the Act w
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BEFORE THE HARYANA REAL
AUTHORITY, GU

Complai
First
Date of

Devenclra Kumar Pathak
R/O- 6|Ll,6rh floor, Tower- |asmin

ATE REGULATORY
GRAM

t907 of202l
0L.07,202t
0L.07.202L

Complainant

Respondent

Chairman
Member
Member

ng:eari
I no.
ofh

The present complaint dated 09.04

complainant/allottee in Form CRA section 31 of the Real

Estal;e (Regulation and Deve t) Act, 2016 (in short, the

na Real Estate [Regulation

ort, the Rules) for violation

Act) read with rule 28 of the H

and Development) Rules, 201,7 (in

n it is inter alia prescribed

rte for the complainant
ate for the respondent

t has been filed by the

Complaint No. 1907 of 2021.
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A.

2.

Complaint No. 1907 of ZOZT

that the promoter shall be responsible for all obligations,

responsibilities and functions to the allottees as per the

agreement for sale executed inter se them.

Unit and project related details.

The particulars of the projec! the details of sare consideration,

the amount paid by the complainant, date of proposed handing

over the possession, any, have been detailed in

the f,ollowing tabular form

Homes", Sector

/affordable
using colony

of 201.2 dated

.72.2079
Name of licensee Prime IT Solution &

Datatech Service

vide no.40 of
ted 08.07.2019

HREM regi 01.12.201-9

Occupation certificate i. 19.5.2017- Primary
School

ii. 29.11.2019
Type-1 [5 nos. towers),
Type-1 (3 nos. towers),
Type-Z (2 nos. towers)

iii. 24.02.2020
Type-1 (16 nos. towers) &
Commercial

Page? of29

Project name and location

l-0.1.44,acres

Nature of the project

DTCP license no.

HREM registered/ not
registered
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GLIRUGRAM Complaint No. 1907 of 20?1

Unit no. 6!L,6* floor, Tower

Iasmin

[Page 65 of complaint]

Unit measuring [carpet area)

Date of allotment letter Not attached

Date of execution of apartme
buyer's agreement

LL.02.20L3

[Page 15 of complaint]

Payment plan Time linked payment plan

[Page 43 of complaint]

Total Con Rs.16,00,000/-

[Page 1B of complaint]

Rs.15,00,000/-Total amou
complai
deed at

Consen

n ofdue date

commencement ot

(Grace period is not

[as alleged by complainant
on page 3 of complaint
agreed on page B ofreply]

the complainant

3 years L months 30
days

Delay in handing
possession till 01.02.2020
date of offer of
(01,.1,2.2019) + 2 months

Conveyance deed executed on tL.02.2021

[Page 49 of complaint]

Page 3 of29

7.

8. 48 sq. mtrs.

9.

10.

LI,

t2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
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B.

3.

timeJy completion

time, The compl

words,

respondent,

said project.

4. The complainant

5.

Brief facts of the complaint

The r:omplainant submitted that seeing advertisements of

the respondent, in the newspaper amely Times of India for

launching the project namely

referred to as "the said project") tuated at Village Garaui-

Khurd, Sector 37C, Gurugram, Ha

the executives of the

complainant with their

who embarked upon the

with various promises of

ivery of possession on

completely in the

made by the

a unit in the

m of Rs. 4,12,360/-

was paid, as demanded dent on 31.08.201,2 and

fasmin, in the

Homes" [hereinafter

came into contact with

of 6 months from the

booked a Unit no. 611 on

namo of the complainant and a buyer's agreement was also

signed between the parties on L1,.02.2013.

The r:omplainant submitted that further payments were made

to the respondent from time to time by the complainant as per

the demand letters. As per clause 3[a) of the Buyer's agreement,

the respondent agreed to handover

a period of 36 months with a grace

n of unit by within

Page 4 of29
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7.

Complaint No. 1907 of 202t

date of commencement of construction of the complex. Till date

the complainant has paid a sum of Rs. 16,00,000/-.

The complainant submitted that since the date of booking, the

complainant has been visiting at proposed site, where they find

that the construction of the project is at lowest swing and there

is no possibility in near future of its completion.

That the complainant t to resolve the issue of

the rCelayed possession, ndent did not pay any

heed to the said nant. On the contrary

the respondent d of payment to

the c:omplaina

illegal charges complainant has

time and again de the account

statement of the ent did not pay any

heed to the said request.

and material about the itatus 
- bf project and

manclatory regulatory compliances, wrongfully induced the

comprlainant to deposit his hard earned money in their so

calletl upcoming projec! with sole dishonest intention to

cheat them and cause wrongful loss to them and in this

process the respondents gained wrongfully, which is purely

terest and other

B, The r:omplainant submitted that the respondent by providing

false and fa

Kfrtr 
concealing true

Page 5 of29
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HARERA
Complaint No. 1907 of Z02L

a criminal act. That the respondent has also played a fraud

upon HDFC was facilitating the loan amount in favour of the

buyer and taking untimely payments without reaching the

milestone of construction.

9. The complainant submitted that as per the BBA, the Builder was

required to give the possession of the unit by 10.08.2016.

However, after much d ment, the Builder only

gave the offer of possessio 019.The respondent had

not delivered the rtment, of which the

comlllainant is loss as well as

act and conductmental agony,

of the respon is entitled to a

compensation. nant has been

constrained by live in a rented

accornmodation and pai on his home loan due to

this clelay. HARHRA
10. The r:omplainant submitted tha! the complainant, thereafter

had tried his level best to reach the representatives of

respondent to seek a satisfactory reply for delayed

posserssion compensation as per the rules and provisions of the

Real Estate Regulatory Act in respect of the said dwelling

unit but all in vain. The complainant had also informed the

respondent about his financial hardstrip of paying monthly rent

Page 6 of29
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HARERA
GlUl?UGRAM Complaint No. 1907 of Z0ZI

and extra interest on his home loan due to delay in getting

possession of the said unit. The complainant had requested

the respondent to deliver possession of the apartment

citing the extreme financial and mental pressure he was

going through, but respondent never cared to listen to his

grievances and left them with more suffering and pain on

account of default and

Relief sought by the co

The ,:omplainant is

i. Direct the p.a. which he

charged t @ 1.Bo/o

per annu

when th

thereafter

calculation sh

lated as and

pleted and

. Further, the

amount paid at the

the date of order: till the

D. Repl'y by the respondent

t2. The respondent had contested the complaint on the following

grounds:

(il That the complainant has no cause of action against the

respondent and the alleged cause of action is nothing but

false and frivolous and the respondent has neither caused

any violation of the provisions of the Act nor caused any

PageT of29

pendente {ite.
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(ii)

to

Complaint No. 1907 of Z\ZL

breach of agreed obligation per the agreement between

is neither tenable nor
the parties. The compl

maintainable and has been with an oblique motive

when the respondent has

the flat and the complai

y offered possession of

has already taken over

possession and the complain has been merely filed with
an intent to gain w arm twist the respondent

through the

behalf of the

nce all the obligations on

That the I committed to the

develop and secured the

t. And in

view of the same the complai nt has without objection,

occupa

named

delivering

explainable and

clause 3 of the

of the project

occasioned in

is only because of

per the agreed terms i.e.

ent and is due

further rights to claim

already taken over the

e conveyance deed dated

protest or reserving any

compensation for delay has

possession upon execution of

71.02.2021.

Page 8 of29



of con

respon

from

Planning,

26.04.20L9

(iiil That firstly, on grant of Li bearing No. L3 /ZTLT
dated 22.02.2012 the res

relevant permissions and

ndent applied for all other

uld secure the BRIII for

Sanction of Building plans ly on 7.O5.ZOlg and the

Consent to Establish by

Pollution Control Board, p

Office of Haryana State

kula was only granted on

2.12.20L3. Since t is continuing the

construction of the ut the License so granted

expired onZL the permissible period

11,.02.2016 rhe

of the License

own & Country

was received on

duff bound manner

had completed the and development

on 29.1L.ZOL9 and the secr

24.02.2020. And thereupon

of the project and ot tion Certificate

Occupation Certificate on
1:..:

''=l
:red possession of the flat

to the complainant in all its fides on 01.L2.20L9 and

the same was taken over by complainant without any

objection. And lastly the for the said unit was

also executed and registered on 1

Page 9 of29

Complaint No. 1907 of Z0Zl
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[iv.) That the provisions of

Development) Act, 2016

Complaint No. 1907 of 2O2t

e into force on 28.07.2017

ers dated 1,9.01,.2018 and

Estate (Regulation and

for which the respondent d ly filed an application dated

of license No. 13/2012 the28.08.2017 and due to la

same got dismissed vide

finally after regular follow ps and initial rejections the

project has been Registration No. 4O of

ZOL9 dated 8.07.2 the said fact even lead to

further opera ons of funds in

completio to delay in

beyond thecompleti

control

agreed

dable as per the

y had been

hard trying s, permissions and

sanctions from ties and discharging

the additional costs of r, plans and

granted in time

renewal of license be

ndent, would have duly

completed the project within e permissible time period.

More so the bans to constru on activity imposed by the

NGT from time to time and in the months of October

lead to delay inNovember 201,9 have

Page 10 of29
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IvJ

i.e. firstly d

thereafter

excusa

para 3

executed

months plus

[vi) Further i

Complaint No. 1907 of 20Zl

completion of the project

control of the respondent.

h are per se beyond the

That if the period of of the license is condoned

and extended than the ndent has delivered the

period of completion andproject well within the

therefore, there is no occasio or cause of action in favour

of the complainant complaint. The delay

being occasioned is control of the Respondent

t to Establish and

and the same is

the parties vide

s Agreement

period of 36

extendable and the

complainant is filing the present

complaint.

who had been

suffering due to the delay occasioned and has

to face extra charges and

the above permissions

and expenses in getting all

and in particular the

renewal of license and the of registration under

RERA. Pertinent to note respondent has

amounts from

;ts

the not

thereceived any exaggerated

Page 11 of29



Ivi]i)

filing the

entire

respon

timely

complainan

costs on the

(viii) That the

under th

Complaint No. 1907 of 2021.

complainant and constructi n as on date is much more

advanced than the amount

That the complainant is

complaint due to his own

the possession along wi

including waiver of

pped to file the present

and conduct of accepting

non-monetary benefits

and other charges on

possession as the has not complied with the

demands of the d as made by the respondent

at the time of instead is wrongfully

to note that the

is upon the

ue amounts in a

including the

s and extra

to further delays.

cause of action

rity and hence

the complaint is li

[ixJ That last and not the least complainant in actual is

only seeking a relief of tion and interest, apart

from direction for which has already been

offered, which are beyond scope of jurisdiction of the

n 36 to 38 of the Act. And

n of the

etobed

Hon'ble Authority under Secti

Page L2 of 29
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LIABEEA
GURUGRAM

hence the

rejected.

jurisdiction of Real Esta

be r:ntire Gurugram

in t3urugram. In

situated withi

the refore, this

deal with the

E.II Subiect

The respondent has co

Complaint No. 1907 of 2021,

complaint on face of it is liable to be

E. furisdiction of the authority

E.I Territorial jurisdiction

13. As per notification no. 1,/gZ/z

issued by Town and Country

'-

7 -ITCP dated 14.1,2.20tT

Planning Department, the

Authority, Gurugram shall

with offices situated

in question is

m District,

jurisdiction to

the complainant in actual is
*{#

onl5r seeking a relief of compensation and interest, apart from.,.
direrction for possession which t as ai.eidy 6een offered which

,FII lrtt l.dl'\hfr * * a
are beyond the scope of jurisdic of the hon'ble authority

under section 36 and 3B of the Act. The authority observed that

the reply given by the respondent is without going through the

facts of the complaint as the same is totally out of context. The

complainant has nowhere sought the relief of compensation in

the ,co6plaint. The authority has complete jurisdiction to decide

Page 13 of29
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F.I

15. f'he

1,6.

Complaint No. 1907 of 2021,

the complaint regarding non-com

promoter as held in Simmi Sikka

of obligations by the

Ltd. (complaint no. Z of 2018)

v/s M/s EMAAR MGF Land

leaving aside compensation

which is to be decided by the adju ,icating officer if pursued by

. The said decision of thethe complainants at a later

authority has been upheld by the

Tribunal in its judgement dated 0

aryana Real Estate Appellate

1,1,.2020, in appeal nos. 52 &

64 of 201,8 titled as Emaar MGF Ltd. V. Simmi Sikka and

anr.

Findings on the ns raised by the respondent

a conveyance

contention of com

deed
claim delay

t has executed

and rebutted the

contended that the

title and interest has been

complainant has r le possession and executed

conveyance deed and thus, not

claim compensation for delay.

funher rights to

The authority is of the that the execution of a

crthv€yohce deed does not concl the relationship or marks

an end to the liabilities and o

towards the said unit where righ

ions of the promoter

Page 14 of29
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L

18.

I

transferred in the name of the

conveyance deed.

17. llhis view is affirmed by the H

Complaint No. 1907 of 20Zt

allottee on execution of the

'ble NCDRC in case titled as

Vivek Maheshwari V. Emaar GF Land Ltd. (Consumer

case no. 1039 of ZOLG dated

observed as under:

6.04.2OL9) wherein it was

"7. It would thus complainants while taking
possession in above referred printed

at best, be said to havehandover letter
discharged and obligations as

wever, this hand over
letter, in the way of the

from this
the Consumer

the services
right to seek

wos never
", the Consumer
Commission at

the complainants,

From above it can be said that

(emphasis supplied)

taking over the possession

and thereafter execution of the nce deed can best be

its liabilities as per

Act for the't

termed as respondent having di

Page 15 of29
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V. DLF

OMR

Complaint No. 1907 of Z02L

the buyer's agreement and n taking possession, the

complainant never gave up his

possession charges as per the

tory right to seek delayed

allottees have invested their ha -earned money which there

is no doubt that the promoter h been enjoying benefits of

and the next step is to get their tle perfected by executing a

conveyance deed whi tory right of the allottee.

The obligation of the ter does not end with

the execution of so, the same view has

been upheld in case titled as

Itana and Ors.

as BEGUR

peal No. 6239 of

2019) dated 2

hr:rein below:

are reproduced

'34 The

issued by the
they are not

The developer
to offer the flat

purchasers possession of flats and the right to
while reserving their

,. 0n the contrary, the

execute conveyance of the
claim for compensation for
tenor 9f the communir
executing the Deeds of Ca

of the said Act. The

indicates that while
the flat buyers were

informed that no form of or reservotion would be
acceptable. The flat buyers were essentially presented
with an unfair choice of ei retaining their right to
pursue their claims (in event they would not get
possession or title in the t) or to forsake the

title to the flats for whichclaims in order to perfect

Page 16 of29
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35.

Complaint No. 1907 of 2027

they had paid valuable consideration. In this backdrop,
the simple question which we need to address is whether
a flat buyer who seeks to espouse o claim against the
developer for delayed possession can as a consequence of
doing so be compelled to defer the right to obtain a
conveyance to perfect their title. It would, in our view, be
manifestly unreasonable to expect that in order to pursue
a claim for compensation for delayed handing over of
possession, the purchaser must indefinitely defer
obtaining a conveyance of the premises purchased or, if
they seek to obtain a Deed of Conveyance to forsake the

forsakes the remedy
the purchaser

seeking a Deed of Conve;
mer forum by

t such av uwww vJ wwt tYtiyu,lLc, I u

construction would lead to' an absurd of
requiring the purchaser either to abandon a just claim as
a condition for obtaining the conveyonce or to
indefinitely delay the e.

Conveyance pending protrc
of the Deed of

umer litigation."litigation."

1,g. Thelrefore, in furtherance to the Hon'ble Apex court judgement

and the law laid down in the Wg. Cdr. Arifur Rahman (supra),

this; authority holds that even after execution of the conveyance

deed, the complainant

right to seek delay possession charges as per provisions of the

Act from the respondent-promoter.

F.II The period of renewal of license shall be excluded
while computing delay in handing over possession.

20. The respondent contended that on grant of license bearing no.

13 /20L2 dated 22.02.201,2, the respondent applied for all other

right to claim compensation. This basically is a position
which the NCDRC hai''e:si2aused. We cannot countenance
that view.that view.

sers invested hard earned money. It is
to presume that the next loqical steo isthat the next logical step is

title to the premises
terms of the ABA. But

Page L7 of29
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Parrchkula

21,.

license from the

Planning, Hary

on',1,6.04.2019

The respo

by the com

conrplete the pro

had the license be

relevant permissions and could

building plans only on 07.05.20L3

Complaint No. 1907 of 20ZL

the BRIII for sanction of

the Consent to Establish

competent authority for

.2076 till 26.04.2079 be

by the Office of Haryana Sta Pollution Control Board,

2.72.2073. Since rhen, thewas only granted on

respondent continued the co on of the project, but the

license so granted expired on .02.2076 i.e. prior to the

permissible period of of 36 months and since

seeking the renewal of the11,.1)2.201 6, the respond

ral Town & Country

w been received

of license

was not able to

stipulated time and

respondent would have

dul1, completed the project wit time period.

there is lapse on

granting the renewal of

at the respondent was not

at fault in fulfilling the conditions o renewal of license then the

respondent should approach the

getting this time period i.e. Zl.0

declared as 'zero time period' for computing delay in

The authority is of the considered

the part of competent authority

license within reasonable time and

Page 18 of29
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G.

22.

23.

to calculated as and

and thereafter,

calculation

mentioned

G.1 Admissi

In the present

with the project anr

prorzided under the

Complaint No. 1907 of ZOZL

completing the project. ; for the time being the

-lite.

charges

tends to continue

possession charges as

of the Act. Sec.

1B(.LJ proviso reads as under:

"Section 78: - Return of amount

18(1). If the promoter faits to or is unable to give

:::'::'?: :::' 
apa*men'L' pto'[' building, -

Provided that where an does not intend to
withdraw from the projecl he shall be paid, by the

month of delay, till thepromoter, interest for
handing over of the
prescribed."

at such rate as may be

aul;hority is not considering this ti

the respondent is liable for

pos;session as per provisions of the

Findings on the relief sought by

Relief sought by the complaina

pay' interest @ 1,Bo/o p.a.

per rolling interest @ 1

ne on the

ll

of delay

period as zero period and

delay in handing over

complainant

Direct the respondent to

from consumers as

um for the delay which has

nths was completed

Further, the

at the above-

Page 19 of29
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24.

agreements and compliance with al

Page 20 of29

possession and is reproduced belo

"3. PossEssIoN
(a) Offer of possession:

"That subject to terms of fs Clause 3, and subject to the
APARTMENT ALLOTTEE(5, having complied with all the
terms and conditions of Agreement and not being in
default under
of sale deed,

'sions, formalities, reg istration
payment of all amount due

and payable to R by the APARTMENT
ALL0TTEE(S) etc., es prescribed by
the DE to hand over
the a period of thirty
(s6) from the dote
of upon the

sanction
of all concerned

, Civil
Pollution

be required for
the said Complex

subject to or restriction from any
betvveen the

Blocks/Towers

various common
& completed in

Block/Towers qs and when
of different

in a phased mqnner."
25. The authority has gone through possession clause of the

agreement and observed that the n has been subjected

to all kinds of terms and conditio

complainant not being in default

of this agreement and the

provisions, formalities and

Clause 3(aJ of the apartment

agreement) provides for time

Complaint No. 1907 of ZOZL

agreement (in short,

for handing over of

er any provisions of this
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loses its meaning. If

tentative period for

quelstion and

indefinitely on

clause is an i

hav'e been

the said app

allottee cannot be al

no option but to sign on the dotted

PageZt of29

Complaint No. 1907 of ZOZL

cumentation as prescribed e promoter. The drafting of

this clause and incorporation

vague and uncertain but so

by

of ch conditions are not only

h ly loaded in favour of the

romoter and against the all that even a single situation

may make the possession clause

allottee and the committed date

evant for the purpose of

r handing over possession

on clause is read in

entirety, the time period over possession is only a

struction of the flat in

this time period

reover, the said

approvals

construction and

promoter for which

t is settled proposition of

law that one cannot get the

incrlrporation of such clause

promoter is just to evade the I

own fault. The

t by the

subject unit and to deprive the

after delay in possession. This is j

towards timely delivery of

of his right accruing

builder has misused his dominan position and drafted such

t and the allottee is left withmischievous clause in the

to comment as to how the
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Admissibility of grace period: The apartment buyer's

agreement was executed on 11.02.20L3 and as per clause 3[aJ

of the said agreement, the promoter has proposed to hand over

the possession of the said unit within 36 months with an

extended period of 6 months from the date of commencement

of construction. The consent to Establish by the office of

Haryana state Pollution Board, panchkula was granted on

02.L2.2013. The due date of handing over possession has been

calculated from the date o[ consent to establish. tn the present

case, the promoter is r.ukiht'til#ortp5' time as grace period.

The said period-o'f,1'6 ,r4oriqtrs shaltqno, 
Pu 

granted as the

possession clause clearly itates that th'b pffioter will give the
:.- i

possession of thti said unir within s6 ,#*i r prus 6 months
I

grace period aske$, by the :promofblr*rql ro. getting the

approvals needed to complete the .orrs'@don work i.e. after

receiving oc but'ihe promoter has not applied for occupation

cerrificate within the tirne limit pfesciibed i.e. by 02.L2.2016.

so, as per settled law one iannot be allowq-d to take advantage

of his own wrong. Accordinfly, this grace pLriod of 6 months

cannot be allowed rb the promot"rlir#q 
-tri; 

The same view
;.' I i,: /:,. :: ,so 

:

has been upheld by the hon'ble Haryana Real Estate Appellate

Tribunal in appeal nos. 52 & 64 of z0r} case title d as Emaar

MGF Land Ltd. vs simmi sikka case and observed as under: -

68. As per the above provisions in the Buyer's Agreement, the
possession of Retail spaces was proposed to be handed over to
the allottees within 30 months of the execution of the
agreement. clause 16(a)(ii) of the agreementfurther provides
that there was a grace period of 120 days over and above the

Complaint No. 1907 of 2021

Page22 of29
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aforesaid period for opplying and obtaining the necessary
approvals in regard to the commercial projects. The Buyei,s
Agreement has been executed on 09.0s.20ru. rne period of 30
months expired on 09.1L.201.6. But there is no'material on
record that during this period, the promoter had applied to any
authority for obtaining the necessary approvats wiin respect to
this project. The promoter had moved the application for
issuance of occupancy certificate only on 22.0s.2077 when the
period of 30 months had already expired. so, the promoter
cannot claim the benefit of grace period of 120 days.
consequently, the learned Authority hos rightly ditermined the
due date ofpossession.

Complaint No. 1907 of Z\ZL

above, the facts and

promoter can't be allowed,

of calculating delayed

at prescribed

king delayed

r, proviso to

does not intend to

may I and it has been

of the rules. Rule 15 has been

26.

27. Admissibility

rate of in

possession

section 18 p

I be paid, by the promoter,

,, till the handing over of

possession, at such rate as

prel;cribed under rule 15

reproduced as under:

Rule 75. Prescribed rate of interest- [proviso to section 12,
section 78 and sub-section (4) ond subsection (7) of
section 791
(1) For the purpose of proviso to section 72; section 1g;

and sub-sections (4) and (7) of section 79, the ,,interest

at the rate prescribed,, shall be the State Bank of India
highest marginal cost of lending rate +20k.:

he sl

of de
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Provided that in case the State Bank of India
marginal cost of lending rate (MCLR) is not ii use, it
shall be replaced by such benchmirk tending ,r,t*
which the state Bank of India may fix from time"to time
for lending to the general pubtic.

28' Th'e legislature in its wisdom in the subordinate legislation

unrler rule 15 of the rules has determined the prescribed rate of

intr:rest. The rate of interest so determined by the regislature, is

reasonable and if the said rule is followed to award the interest,

it will ensure uniform prattice inr';11the cases. The Haryana Real

Estate Appellate Tribunal in appeal nos. sz & 64 of zoLB titled

as Ilmaar MGF Land Ltd. vs. Simmi Sikka ots. Simmi Sikka obrrmi Sikka observed as under: -

"64. Taking the case from another angre, the alrottee was onry
entitled to the delayed possession charges/interest only at the
rate of Rs.15/' per sq. ft. per month as per clause 1-g of the
Buyer's Agreement for the period of such delay; whereas, the
promoter was entitled to interest @ 24% per annum

allowed to take undue advantage of his dominate position and
to exploit the needs of the homer buyers. Thii'Tribunot is duty
bound to take into considerat[on the legislative intent i.e., to
protect the interest of the consumers/allottees in the real
estate sector. The clauses of the Buyer's Agreement entered
into behueen the parties are one-sided, unfoir and
unreasonable with respect to the grant of interest for detayed
possession. There are various other clauses in the Buyer,s
Agreement which give sweeping powers to the promoter to
cancel the allotment and forfeit the amount paid. Thus, the

compounded at the tinte of everyt succeeding instalment for
the delayed payments, T'he functions of the Authority/Tribunal
are to sofeguard the interest of the aggrieved person, may be
the.allottei or the promoter. rir r:igniJoftiiprrtiir'rrr'ro u,
balanced and must be equitable. The promoter cannot be

terms and conditions of the Buyer's Agreement dated
09.05.2014 are ex-.facie one-sided, unfair and unreasonable,
and the seme shall constitute the unfair trade practice on the
part of the promoter. These types of discriminatory terms and
conditions of the Buyer's Agreement will not ie finat and
binding."
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30.
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HARERE
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consequently, as per website of the State Bank of India i.e.,

hltps://sbi.co.in, the marginar cost of lending rate [in short,

MC|LR) as on date i.e., or.o7.zoz1 is 7.30 o/0. Accordingly, the

prerscribed rate of interest will be marginal cost of lending rate

+2o/o i.e.,9.300/0.

The definition of term 'interest' as defined under section 2(za)

of the Act provides that the rate of interest chargeable from the

allottee by the promoter, in case of default, shall be equal to the

rate of interest which the promote,r shall be liable to pay the

allottee, in case of r

"(za)

allottee, in

promoter till the date it is

31. Therefore, interest on the de

on is reproduced

ble by the

allottee by the
equal to the rate

be liable to pay the

to the allottee
received the

the amount or
and the

shall
ent to the

payments from the

complainant shall be charged at the prescribed rate i.e., 9.300/o

by the respondent/promoter which is the same as is being

grarrted to the complainant in case of delayed possession

charges.

the

e date
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on consideration of the documents available on record and the

submissions made by the parties, the authority is satisfied that

the respondent is in contravention of the section 11(a)[a] of the

Act by not handing over possession by the due date as per the

agreement. By virtue of clause 3(a) of the apartment buyer,s

agreement executed between the parties on LL.oz.z013, the

pos;session of the booked unit was to be delivered within a
period of 36 months plus grace period from the date

of commencement receipt of all project

ths is not allowed

occupation ce

not applied for

rescribed by the

the present case,

the respondent on

02.12.2013. Therefore, the due date of handing over possession

to establish i.e.

sion comes out to be

on 01.1,2.2019 after

receiving occupation certificate.

33. section 19(10J of the Act obligates the allottee to take

possression of the subject unit within 2 months from the date of

receipt of occupation certificate. In the present complaint, the

occupation certificate was granted by the competent authority
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on 29.1L.2079. The respondent offered the possession of the

unit in question to the complainant only on 01.12 .zoLg,so it can

be said that the complainant came to know about the

occupation certificate only upon the date of offer of possession.

Therefore, in the interest of natural justice, the complainant

should be given 2 months' time from the date of offer of

possession. This 2 monthsl of able time is being given to

ther complainant keeping ih m even after intimation of

po:;session practi a lot of logistics and

requisite docu to inspection of

to that the unitthe completel

Complaint No. 1907 of 2021

nisin
that the delay

being handed over at the time

habitable condition. It is furthe

pos;session charges shall be pal

pos;session i.e. 02.1,2.2016 till the

34.

01,.02.2020.

Acc:ordingly, it is the failure of the promoter to fulfil its

m the due date of

piry of 2 months from the

comes out to be

obligations and responsibilities as per the agreement dated

1r.,c2.2013 to hand over the possession within the stipulated

period. Accordingly, the non-compliance of the mandate

contained in section 11(+)(al read with proviso to section 1B(11

of the Act on the part of the respondent is established. As such

\
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the allottee shalr be paid, by the promoter, interest for every
month of delay from due date of possession i.e., oz.Lz.Zo16 till
01.02.2020, at prescribed rate i.e., g.30 0/o p.a.as per proviso to
section 18[1) of the Act read with rule 15 of the rures.

Directions of the authority

Hence, the authority hereby passes this order and issues the

of the Act to ensure

promoter as per the

section 3a(l:

interest at the

r every month of

nant from due
tt+

the expiry of 2

months of possession i.e.

of this order as per rule 16(2

ii. The respondent shall not

terest accrued so far shall

from the date

rge anything from the

complainant which is not the part of the buyer,s

36.

agreement,

Com;llaint stands disposed of.

\

The respondent is clirected

prescribed rate i.e. 9.30% per

delay on the amount paid blr

01,.12.2019. The arrears of i

be paid to the compla
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37. File be consigned to registry.

It-
(Samir Kumar)

Member

V t->---->
, (r.K. G6yal)

M:mber
(Dr. K.K. Khandelwal)

Chairman

Complaint No. 1907 of 20Zl

Authority, Gurugram

27

AM
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